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THE CONTRACT MURDER OF EUSTACE MULLINS
BY THE RED STATE OF VIRGINIA

To those of us who love Eustace Mullins, you might be interested in this little piece he wrote. It
will tell you a bit about what this courageous man has lived with as he has struggled all of his life to
save humanity through his journalism and hard work ~ sheer guts. I have heard recently that
Eustace has become very frail and is in a home now. I hope to find out more because I hate to
think of his vulnerability in such a public place. But for now, please give this a quick read and send
this man your heartfelt thanks even if just in thought. A man like him is not an easy thing to find.
This hero was / is a rare gift to us all and our debt to him is enormous. ~ Barbara

Eustace Mullins Historian, Writer, Researcher, Hero

by Eustace Mullins
June 16, 2006
My $.02 of Snippits and Snappits are in the dark green.
For more than five years, I have been battling to stay alive in the State in which I live. My
adversary has not been the mafia, but the Commonwealth of Virginia. The occasion was my
publishing the American-Christian Messenger, founded in 1972, in the summer of '72 issue, titled
the Red State of Virginia.
I revealed for the first time that the famed Byrd machine, which maintained iron control over the
people of Virginia for many years, was actually the Rothschild-Byrd Machine.
In December, 1893, Tom Martin, a railroad lawyer representing Jacob Schiff of Kuhn Loeb and
Company, the American branch of the House of Rothschild, ran for the U.S. Senate from Virginia. He
was predicted to lose against the popular Fitzhugh Lee, but Kuhn Loeb bought ten members of the
Democratic Caucus of the Virginia Assembly for the sum of one thousand dollars each. They then
switched their votes from Lee to Martin, who won the Senate seat.

Harry Byrd, eventual Rothschild agent
Two young men from Martinsburg, VA are launching their careers at that time. They were long
time friends, Harry Byrd and Lewis Lichtenstein Strauss. Strauss joined Kuhn, Loeb and Company
and with his financial backing, Byrd went into the Martin Organization, which later became the
Byrd Machine, with Rothschild backing.

Lewis Lichtenstein Strauss, employee of Schiff, proxy for the Rothschilds

After many years of total dictatorial rule in Virginia, Byrd finally died. Strauss pushed his son to
replace him, and the Byrd Machine continued with his son Harry Jr. It was continuing now and was
always known as the Byrd Machine, but although to those in the know, it was always the ByrdRothschild Machine.
When Byrd Jr. decided to run as an Independent, Strauss mailed flyers to every voter in the State
of Virginia, notifying them that he supported Byrd Jr. as an Independent.
Speaking of this strange alliance, over WRNL, Richmond, VA . Feb. 10, 1949, Colonel Frances
Pickens Miller said "Virginia has not been functioning normally as a free society because of the
Political Clique that has controlled the Commonwealth during the past half century."
Byrd referred to Byrd's lieutenant, a man never elected to any Office, E.R. Combs, State Chairman
of the Compensation Board, who set the pay for every Byrd henchman who held every Office in the
State, which was modeled after the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, which Byrd had used as a
model in setting up his own totalitarian State bureaucracy in Virginia. Miller then had to move to
North Carolina after making this speech. There has been no opposition to the Rothschild-Byrd
Machine since 1949, in Virginia.

The Byrd family is very involved in MK Ultra trauma Mind Control according to Kathy O'Brien who
was owned by Senator Robert Byrd for many years as a slave. To say the man is corrupt, according
to her Senate investigation testimony in 1977, in which hshe names many important names, not one of
them charged her with slander which speaks volumes. Senator Byrd has quite a few questionable
friends. Even worse are their deviances and affiliations.
"Throughout the 1880s we were forced to carry out numerous activities dealing with the drug
industry, pornography, and prostitution. In 1983 Senator Byrd acted in the capacity of a pimp and
prostituted me to then-President Ronald Reagan. Ronald Reagan is an actor and the smoke and
mirrors illusion he created certainly fooled many people into believing that our country was still
ours when in fact we were rapidly losing control as our country was being sold out into the NWO. It
was Ronald Reagan who ~ I heard him say to then prime minister of Canada Brian Mulroney (who's
also very much involved in this NWO effort) that he believed the only way to world peace is
through mind control of the masses." Sex, Lies, and Mind Control by Cathy O'Brien
This continues the absolutist tradition in Virginia, which began as huge Estates, owned by men like
King Carter and the Byrd's. From its inception, it has been the very rich and masses of peasants. Its
Capitol, Richmond, VA is referred to as FIC, referring to three groups which have always held
power there. F is for Freemasons, I is for the State of Israel and C for Communism.

All three flags have on occasions flown over the State Capitol in Richmond. There is no Virginia
flag, as Virginia is the last thing in the minds of the Virginia legislature, as corrupt today as it was
in 1893 when its bribed members voted Tom Martin into the U.S. Senate.

Tom Martin, Virginian bribed into Senate in 1893, aimed for Communist rule in America

When we think of the wonderful people we have had in this State, Washington, Jefferson and so
many others, we wonder how we came to this sorry pass? The truth is, Virginians haven't changed
that much. We have been deleteriously influenced by changing mores, and changing times. The
people in my area, Staunton, VA, have not changed that much, but their morals have been
loosened that much.
The pressures around them have changed. It is as deep sea diving, we have gone beyond our
depths, and we are now trying to change to adapt to the pressures of a lower depth. If indeed we
are in the lower depths, we must recognize our situation and adapt to the lower depths.
The rise of the Byrd-Rothschild rule in Virginia does not mean that we must ignore the changes of
history. The fact is that the Byrd-Rothschild group thrust Virginia onto the stage of world history.
Kuhn Loeb, which bought Virginia for the Rothschilds, also bought Tom Martin. They long for
Communist rule of the entire world.

Woodrow Wilson, tool of the Rothschilds, despised by Congress.
Schiff financed the Rockefeller oil empire, the Harriman railway empire, and many others.
Primarily, he was responsible for fostering the Rothschild money system on the entire world, by
passing the Federal Reserve System in the U.S., and creating the greatest financial empire in the
history of the world, which the Rothschilds passed in Congress, by using their tool Woodrow
Wilson.
They got it through Congress with the help of Virginian, Carter Glass, because Wilson was so
despised by Congress, he had no chance of getting the Bill passed, Glass came to the rescue and
became the pillar of the new money monopoly. He is remembered today for his work in fastening
the tentacles of the Wall Street Rothschild octopus fatally into the American government.

.Carter Glass, the man who managed to instill the
Rothschilds into the American government system.

So Richmond's Importance in the rise of Communism is noted. Not only did Woodrow Wilson
become the champion of world terrorists, but he condemned the 20th century to be remembered
eternally as the century of terrorism, all the work of one man. I am still hated today in Richmond
today for my ground breaking expose of the Communist empire and its use of the Federal Reserve
System to create the Communist world empire, which finally collapsed only because it was a fake
system, as its fake Federal Reserve origin.
Wilson supported and defended the Communist Dictatorship to his dying day, and is remembered
still for his status as a hero of the Soviet Union. He bailed out the collapsing Bolshevik government
by embezzling $100 million of the Special War Fund which Congress had voted him to defend the
U.S. in WW-1, and which saved Communism when he sent it to the Soviet Union with his
compliments. This gift is rarely mentioned in histories of the time.
I mentioned this unknown chapter of history in a lawsuit filed against the Commonwealth of
Virginia January 30, 2006 in Federal Court, which they are now trying to dismiss with prejudice.
This case must be heard in the remembering of history as it actually happened.
I had filed this suit in trying to defend myself against the furious vendetta which the RothschildByrd organization had launched against me, which had languished for five years. It was caused by a
series of strokes and heart attacks brought on by the stress in my work.
The Rothschild-Byrd machine seized on this opening as I was in a series of nursing homes trying to
regain my health, and during this period my Virginia Drivers License had expired without my
knowledge. The alert bureaucrats seized on this opening and began to harass me daily to renew
the license. As I had been driving for 72 years without incident in this State, I expected no problem
with this routine renewal, but the Rothschild-Byrd organization seized upon this opening and
denied my renewal.

Over the next 5 years, I took the test 82 times. Each time I was told that I failed the written test,
which denied me the driving test. I continued to drive to medial appointments and offices,
realizing that I was in extreme danger.
I then filed a $900 million damage suit against Commonwealth of Virginia in the Federal District
Court of the United States in Harrisonburg, Virginia, charging violations of Federal laws against age
discrimination, but not mentioning the Rothschild-Byrd terrorist organization.
Having no response to my lawsuit from the Commonwealth, I waited 20 days and filed the usual
Motion for Default Judgment This got immediate attention and they launched an all-out campaign
against me. On April 3, I went to the store to pick up medicine. When I returned, I noticed a
number of local police cars in my vicinity.
As I turned onto my street, I was surrounded by many squad cars. I counted 25, which was very
unusual, as rarely would more than 2 cars answer the most serious call. The size of this terrorist
attack was to panic me into making a run for it, which would have been fatal to me in this terrorist
assault.
I stopped immediately and the Officers began yelling orders to me, many of them conflicting with
each other. The Officers then wrote me a number of tickets, including the usual "Expired Driving
Permit". This was the notorious driving license scam.
Some years ago, someone had come up with the idea that the State should hold all Titles to
vehicles, mailing a Certificate of Title to the 'owners'. This created a legal fiction that the State
owned the vehicles. Drivers were thus driving a State owned vehicle, mandating drivers must have
a license to drive a State vehicle, which was false.
The State reaped many millions with its drivers license scam, and began issuing heavy fines for not
having a State license. Writing the tickets, the Officers warned me that I could not drive a few feet
to park in front of my home. I was near collapse from the shock of this assault, having had a
number of strokes and heart attacks at the age of 83. I later found out that this was a police
murder raid which the attackers were certain I could not survive.
A few minutes later, I collapsed on the steps to my front door and suffered a massive coronary
occlusion which shut down my heart and nervous system. I fell down a flight of concrete steps,
inflicting many abrasions and broken bones. A neighbor saw me fall and rushed over to take me to
the emergency room where I remained for many hours. This was my first intimation of the murder
plot against me. I was never intended to survive this assault.
I left the State to recuperate from this attack and remained away for some weeks. I had returned
the tickets because I had filed a lawsuit on drivers licensing in Federal Court. On January 30.
I returned home in late May. On Sunday morning, June 3, I was awakened by armed Police, who
began to shout at me to produce any weapons I had. I replied that I had no weapons. They then
cuffed me for the first time and dragged me in my pajamas to a police car and taken to jail. The
charge was failing to appear in Court, a standard charge for assaults on citizens.
A TV set produced a Magistrate who set the date for my sentencing, July 28, 2006. I was then told I
could go and had to walk up a steep hill back to my home, stumbling on my flimsy slippers. I
realized this was the second police murder raid on me, in my home.
The demands that I tell police what weapons I had was designed to force me to produce weapons
and be shot down at once as a crazed writer in a battle with police. I had known of many such

cases. An old friend, Bill Cooper, a prominent anti-Communist writer, had recently been shot down
under the same circumstances.

Bill Cooper, assassinated Truth teller and exposer of deep lies within the American government.
Clinton called him "the most dangerous man in America" and basically put him on a hit list.
For 18 years after my fathers death, I cared for my invalid mother and my handicapped sister in
their home. During this time, they were constantly harassed by police because of my well known
anti-Communist writings. After they passed away, the police had only me to harass and they never
let up on their surveillance of me.
At that time, I had not learned of the longtime association of the Rothschild-Byrd machine and its
Communist work, which would have explained their antipathy to me. I and my relatives had been
assigned to the blacklist of the Richmond Taliban, fanatical Communist zealots who are determined
to attack anyone who criticized Communism, and which inspired the two Staunton Police murder
raids on my Staunton home.
These murder raids on an anti-Communist were reminiscent of other terrorist acts in Recent
history, the Waco holocaust, in which an entire Christian congregation was burned alive in their
Texas church, the only time this has happened in the history of America, not a single protest was
heard from any minister, which of course would be bad for business.
Then the Ruby Ridge massacre in Idaho, in which Randy Weaver living in a mountain shanty, was
charged with 'failure to appear', then attacked in his home by a Swat Team of FBI assassins, and
the most famous assassin, Lon Horuichi of the FBI, then shot his wife in the head as she was
holding their baby in her arms. No one has ever been charged with these murders.
I have grounds for a class action suit in the police murder raids on my home, and also with
conspiracy to murder by a political organization, which would make a very interesting civil rights
case.
I cannot charge the Rothschild-Byrd party with these crimes because it is composed of two units,
the Virginia Democratic Party, known as the Scalawags since they were organized by the
occupation troops in 1865, and the Virginia Republican Party, known as the Carpetbaggers, formed
on the same date.
Since I as the Plaintiff cannot charge these criminal groups under their correct names, it will be
difficult to obtain indictments against them. President Bush constantly warns us of the terror, but
neglects to tell us that they are government agents.

